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Abstract. The new processing algorithm for
wideband signals, which are propagating in frequency
dispersion media, is developed in the context of the ground
penetrating radar technology. The mathematical
substantiation of offered method is presented on the base
of linear functional spaces. The method is described for
calculation acceleration on the base of the recursive
approach. Results of numerical modeling of this method
are presented for electromagnetic waves propagating in
frequency dispersion media at utilization of chirp pulse
signals. The Debye model is used as the model of electrical
medium properties. The frequency dispersion of losses in
the medium is taken into consideration at modeling.
Results of operation modeling of the ground penetrating
radar are described. Results of this paper will be useful for
the ground penetrating radar technology and the
ultrasonic flaw detection.
Keywords:  phase velocity, frequency dispersion, phase
correction, ground penetrating radar technology, ultrasonic
flaw inspection.
I. INTRODUCTION
An increase of the radio systems noise-immunity and
effectiveness takes the central place in the modern theory and
engineering of information transmission. During the growth of
the information transmission rate, we see the effect increase of
dispersion characteristics of the communication channel. This
increase is manifested in distortions of the transmitting signal
shape. These distortions can make impossible to extract of
transmitted information from the received signal.
The complex transfer function of the channel route with
the length L  [1] for the plain wave is
( ), exp[ ( ) ]K j L j Lω = − γ ω• • ,                 (1)
where ( ) ( ) ( )jγ ω = β ω − α ω•  is the complex propagation
constant, ( )β ω  is the phase constant, ( )α ω  is the damping
constant.
Signal distortions after passage through the channel route
are caused by disturbances of the amplitude-phase relations
between its spectral components.
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With this very convenient approximation, the signal
envelope (at bottom of fact, information) propagates through
the channel route with the group velocity practically without
distortions.
Using ( )
nRem Ω , we can estimate the relative error of
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where δΩ  is the relative frequency bandwidth of the signal
spectrum.
However, this condition is necessary but not sufficient.
The thing is that the real and imaginary parts of the substance
permittivity are connected with each other by the Kramers-
Kronig relations. This means that the dispersion of the phase
velocity inevitably accompanies by the damping index ( )α ω
dispersion. Therefore, for the relevancy of the group velocity
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With transfer to wideband and ultra-wideband signals, the
error of the group velocity approximation becomes so much
that its application becomes impossible at signal processing.
In traditional radar technology with strongly expressed
frequency dispersion, we can meet not very often, for
example, in tasks of electromagnetic wave propagation in an
ionosphere [2], or in tasks of the radar ground penetrating
sensing [3,4]. In the sonar technology and especially in the
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spectrum.
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With transfer to wideband and ultra-wideband signals, the
error of the group velocity approximation becomes so much
that its application becomes impossible at signal processing.
In traditional radar technology with strongly expressed
frequency dispersion, we can meet not very often, for
example, in tasks of electromagnetic wave propagation in an
ionosphere [2], or in tasks of the radar ground penetrating
sensing [3,4]. In the sonar technology and especially in the
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I. INTRODUCTION
An increase of the radio syst ms noise-immunity and
effective ess takes the central place in the m dern theory 
gineering of informatio  transmiss on. During the gr wth of
t e fo mation transmission rate, we see the effect increase
dispersion characteristic  f the communication ha nel. This
increa e is nifested in dis orti s of the tr smitti g signal
s ap . T ese d st rtions can make impossible to extract of
transmitted information from the rece ved signal.
The complex transfe  function of the channel route with
the length L  [1] for the plain wave is
( ), exp[ ) ]K j L j Lω = − γ• • ,                 (1)
where ( ) ( ) ( )jγ ω = β ω − α ω•  is the complex propagation
, ( )β ω  is the pha e constant, ( )α ω  is th  dampi g
constant.
Signal distortions after passage through the channel route
are caused by disturbances of th amplitude-phase r ations
between its spectral components.
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error of the group velocity approximation becomes so much
that its applic tion bec mes i ossible at signal processing.
In traditional radar t chnol gy with strongly xpressed
frequency dispersion, we can meet not very often, for
example, in tasks of electrom gnetic wave propagation in an
ionos here [2], or in tasks of the rad r ground penetrating
se sing [3,4]. In the sonar technology and especially in the
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I. INTRODUCTION
An increase of the radio systems noise-immunity and
effectiveness takes the central place in the modern theory and
engineering of information transmission. During the growth of
the information transmission rate, we see the effect increase of
dispersion characteristics of the communication channel. This
increase is anifested in distortions of the transmitting signal
shape. These distortions can make impossible to extract of
transmitted information from the received signal.
The complex transfer function of the channel route with
the length L  [1] for the plain wave is
( ), xp[ ( ) ]K j L j Lω = − γ ω• • ,                 (1)
where ( ) ( ) ( )jγ ω = β ω − α ω•  is the complex propagation
constant, ( )β ω  is the phase constant, ( )α ω  is the d mp ng
.
Signal distortions after passage through the channel route
are caused by disturbances of the amplitude-phase relations
between its spectral components.
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spectrum.
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error of the group velocity approximation becomes so much
that its application becomes impossible at signal processing.
In traditional radar technology with strongly expressed
frequency dispersion, we can meet not very often, for
example, in tasks of electromagnetic wave propagation in an
ionosphere [2], or in tasks of the radar ground penetrating
sensing [3,4]. In the sonar technology and especially in the
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effective ess takes the central place in the modern theory 
engineering of informatio  transmission. During the gr wth of
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dispersion characteristics f the communication cha nel. This
increase is manifested in distortions of the transmitti g signal
shape. These distortions can make impossible to extract of
transmitted information from the received signal.
The complex transfer function of the channel route with
the length L  [1] for the plain wav  is
( ), xp[ ( ) ]K j L j Lω = − γ ω• • ,               (1)
where ( ) ( ) ( )jγ ω = β ω − α ω•  is the complex prop gation
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With transfer to wideband and ultra-wideband signals, the
error of the group velocity approximation becomes so much
that its application bec mes im ossible at signal processing.
In traditional radar t chnol gy with strongly xpressed
frequency dispersion, we can meet not very often, for
example, in tasks of electrom gnetic wave propagation in an
ionos here [2], or in tasks of the rad r ground penetrating
se sing [3,4]. In the sonar technology and especially in the
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I. INTRODUCTION
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the i fo ation trans ission rate, e see the effect increase 
dispersion characteristic  f the co unication ha nel. This
increa e is nifested in dis ortions of the trans itti g signal
shape. These distortions can ake i possible to extract of
trans itted infor ation fro  the received signal.
The co plex transfe  function of the channel route ith
the length L  [1] for the plain ave is
( ), xp[ ( ) ]K j L j L= − γ• • ,               (1)
here ( ) ( ) ( )jγ = β − α•  is the co plex prop gation
constant, ( )β  is the phase constant, ( )α  is the d ping
.
Signal distortions after passage through the channel route
are caused by disturbances of th  a plitude-phase r lations
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error of the group velocity approxi ation beco es so uch
that its application bec es i ossible at signal processing.
In traditional radar t chnol gy ith strongly xpressed
frequency dispersion, e can eet not very often, for
exa ple, in tasks of electro gnetic ave propagation in an
ionos here [2], or in tasks of the rad r ground penetrating
se sing [3,4]. In the sonar technology and especially in the
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ultrasonic flaw inspection, we can practically often meet with
the frequency dispersion of the elastic wave velocity.
Firstly, the frequency dispersion leads to the shape
distortion of the probing pulse, and secondly, leads to
disturbance of the direct proportional connection between the
delay time of the reflected signal and the distance to the
sensing object [5]. In the radar ground penetrating technology,
this complicates the deciphering of received data. The problem
of the phase velocity dispersion influence is discussed in
[6,7,8]. The necessity to develop the signal processing
methods, which can decrease its distortions and increase the
accuracy of objects’ sensing remains very relevant. In this
paper, we describe of the one of possible methods of signal
processing at the presence of the frequency dispersion in the
route of its propagation.
II. MATHEMATICAL SUBSTANTIATION OF THE OFFERED
METHOD
If the phase constant ( )β ω  and the route length L  are
known, which is typical for the communication channel, the
task of signal distortion correction can be solved. To decrease
the influence of the frequency dispersion, different methods of
the filter-corrector synthesis are actively developed both in
time and frequency domains. For the transmission line without
losses, such a filter, as a matter of fact, represents the phase
corrector with the phase-frequency response of the following
type:
( ) ( ) .cor Lω β ωΦ =
The task can be also solved if the transmitted signal shape
and ( )γ ω•  are given, while the route length L is unknown and
is a subject to determination. In this case, the initial signal
reconstruction is not required, and L (the sensing object
position) can be determined using the cross-correlation
function ( ), ,t L zΨ  of the received signal ( ),r t L  and the
trial function – the signal model ( ),s t z :
( ), , ( , ) ( , )t L z r t L s t zΨ = ∗ .                   (4)
This situation is typical for manifold radar systems.
Considering (4) as an equation for reconstruction of the
( , )r t L  function, we come to the known procedure of the
deconvolution.
The function ( ), ,t L zΨ  represents the surface above the
plane 0t z . The determination of the L  value is reduced to
the search of the global maximum position of this surface:
( ),M M Mt z LΨ = . However, such the search procedure
requires the large time expenses and the large volume of the
processor memory, while the abscissa value Mt  does not any
interest for us. Therefore, we can try to accelerate this
procedure by excluding the variable t  from the equation (4).
III. INITIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE OFFERED ALGORITHM
In order to exclude time from the equation (4), we make
use the generalized signal theory [8].
Let us form on the base of trial functions ( , )s t z  the
{ }
1 2 3( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ...)M s t z s t z s t z=  infinite-dimension linear
set, which, in the general case, forms the linear, complex
functional space [8,9]. In this space, we can form the scalar
product of the signal and the trial function:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z r t L s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫ ,                 (5)
which, in essence, represents the mutual energy. According to
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality:
( ) 2 2 2W z r s≤ ⋅ ,




( ) ( )2 *, ,s s t z s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫  is the energy of the signal and
the trial function, relatively.
The equality is fulfilled if:
( ) ( ), ,s t L r t z≡ .
Thus, the variation of the functional (5) solves the problem of
L  determination.
If to make use the generalized Rayleigh's energy theorem
[8], then the functional (5) can be transformed to the form:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z R L S z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω ω∫ •• • ,             (6)
where ( ),R Lω•  and ( ),S zω•  are spectral densities of the
signal and the trial function, relatively.
If ( )γ ω•  is known, and the shape of the transmitted signal
– the probing pulse (PP) ( )y t  and its spectral density ( )Y ω•
– are known, the spectral density of the trial function is:
( ) ( ) ( )[ ], exp 2S z Y j zω = ω − γ ω• • • .
Substituting this in (6), we obtain:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]*, exp 2W z R L Y j z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω γ ω ω∫• • • • .    (7)
Thus, the procedure of the distance search to the object can
be performed both in the space-time (6) and the frequency
domains (7). In the first case, it is necessary to transform the
trial function spectrum ( ),S zω•  into the pulse characteristic
of the filter-corrector ( ),h t z . In the second case, we need to
transform the received signal ( ),r t L  into the spectral
function ( ),R Lω• .
IV. THE SOFTWARE REALIZATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Functionals (6) and (7) do not contain time in the explicit
form. Therefore, at digital implementation of the algorithm,
the operation of L  determination can be performed
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Firstly, the frequency dispersion leads to the shape
distortion of the probing pulse, and secondly, leads to
disturbance of the direct proportional connection between the
delay time of the reflected signal and the distance to the
sensing object [5]. In the radar ground penetrating technology,
this complicates the deciphering of received data. The problem
of the phase velocity dispersion influence is discussed in
[6,7,8]. The necessity to develop the signal processing
methods, which can decrease its distortions and increase the
accuracy of objects’ sensing remains very relevant. In this
paper, we describe of the one of possible methods of signal
processing at the presence of the frequency dispersion in the
route of its propagation.
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METHOD
If the phase constant ( )β ω  and the route length L  are
known, which is typical for the communication channel, the
task of signal distortion correction can be solved. To decrease
the influence of the frequency dispersion, different methods of
the filter-corrector synthesis are actively developed both in
time and frequency domains. For the transmission line without
losses, such a filter, as a matter of fact, represents the phase
corrector with the phase-frequency response of the following
type:
( ) ( ) .cor Lω β ωΦ =
The task can be also solved if the transmitted signal shape
and ( )γ ω•  are given, while the route length L is unknown and
is a subject to determination. In this case, the initial signal
reconstruction is not required, and L (the sensing object
position) can be determined using the cross-correlation
function ( ), ,t L zΨ  of the received signal ( ),r t L  and the
trial function – the signal model ( ),s t z :
( ), , ( , ) ( , )t L z r t L s t zΨ = ∗ .                   (4)
This situation is typical for manifold radar systems.
Considering (4) as an equation for reconstruction of the
( , )r t L  function, we come to the known procedure of the
deconvolution.
The function ( ), ,t L zΨ  represents the surface above the
plane 0t z . The determination of the L  value is reduced to
the search of the global maximum position of this surface:
( ),M M Mt z LΨ = . However, such the search procedure
requires the large time expenses and the large volume of the
processor memory, while the abscissa value Mt  does not any
interest for us. Therefore, we can try to accelerate this
procedure by excluding the variable t  from the equation (4).
III. INITIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE OFFERED ALGORITHM
In order to exclude time from the equation (4), we make
use the generalized signal theory [8].
Let us form on the base of trial functions ( , )s t z  the
{ }
1 2 3( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ...)M s t z s t z s t z=  infinite-dimension linear
set, which, in the general case, forms the linear, complex
functional space [8,9]. In this space, we can form the scalar
product of the signal and the trial function:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z r t L s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫ ,                 (5)
which, in essence, represents the mutual energy. According to
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality:
( ) 2 2 2W z r s≤ ⋅ ,




( ) ( )2 *, ,s s t z s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫  is the energy of the signal and
the trial function, relatively.
The equality is fulfilled if:
( ) ( ), ,s t L r t z≡ .
Thus, the variation of the functional (5) solves the problem of
L  determination.
If to make use the generalized Rayleigh's energy theorem
[8], then the functional (5) can be transformed to the form:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z R L S z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω ω∫ •• • ,             (6)
where ( ),R Lω•  and ( ),S zω•  are spectral densities of the
signal and the trial function, relatively.
If ( )γ ω•  is known, and the shape of the transmitted signal
– the probing pulse (PP) ( )y t  and its spectral density ( )Y ω•
– are known, the spectral density of the trial function is:
( ) ( ) ( )[ ], exp 2S z Y j zω = ω − γ ω• • • .
Substituting this in (6), we obtain:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]*, exp 2W z R L Y j z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω γ ω ω∫• • • • .    (7)
Thus, the procedure of the distance search to the object can
be performed both in the space-time (6) and the frequency
domains (7). In the first case, it is necessary to transform the
trial function spectrum ( ),S zω•  into the pulse characteristic
of the filter-corrector ( ),h t z . In the second case, we need to
transform the received signal ( ),r t L  into the spectral
function ( ),R Lω• .
IV. THE SOFTWARE REALIZATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Functionals (6) and (7) do not contain time in the explicit
form. Therefore, at digital implementation of the algorithm,
the operation of L  determination can be performed
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I. INTRODUCTION
An increase of the radio systems noise-immunity and
effectiveness takes the central place in the modern theory and
engineering of information transmission. During the growth of
the information transmission rate, we see the effect increase of
dispersion characteristics of the communication channel. This
increase is manifested in distortions of the transmitting signal
shape. These distortions can make impossible to extract of
transmitted information from the received signal.
The complex transfer function of the channel route with
the length L  [1] for the plain wave is
( ), exp[ ( ) ]K j L j Lω = − γ ω• • ,                 (1)
where ( ) ( ) ( )jγ ω = β ω − α ω•  is the complex propagation
constant, ( )β ω  is the phase constant, ( )α ω  is the damping
constant.
Signal distortions after passage through the channel route
are caused by disturbances of the amplitude-phase relations
between its spectral components.
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envelope (at bottom of fact, information) propagates through
the channel route with the group velocity practically without
distortions.
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where δΩ  is the relative frequency bandwidth of the signal
spectrum.
However, this condition is necessary but not sufficient.
The thing is that the real and imaginary parts of the substance
permittivity are connected with each other by the Kramers-
Kronig relations. This means that the dispersion of the phase
velocity inevitably accompanies by the damping index ( )α ω
dispersion. Therefore, for the relevancy of the group velocity
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With transfer to wideband and ultra-wideband signals, the
error of the group velocity approximation becomes so much
that its application becomes impossible at signal processing.
In traditional radar technology with strongly expressed
frequency dispersion, we can meet not very often, for
example, in tasks of electromagnetic wave propagation in an
ionosphere [2], or in tasks of the radar ground penetrating
sensing [3,4]. In the sonar technology and especially in the
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effectiveness takes the central place in the modern theory and
engineering of information transmission. During the growth of
the information transmission rate, we see the effect increase of
dispersion characteristics of the communication channel. This
increase is manifested in distortions of the transmitting signal
shape. These distortions can make impossible to extract of
transmitted information from the received signal.
The complex transfer function of the channel route with
the length L  [1] for the plain wave is
( ), exp[ ( ) ]K j L j Lω = − γ ω• • ,                 (1)
where ( ) ( ) ( )jγ ω = β ω − α ω•  is the complex propagation
constant, ( )β ω  is the phase constant, ( )α ω  is the damping
constant.
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where δΩ  is the relative frequency bandwidth of the signal
spectrum.
However, this condition is necessary but not sufficient.
The thing is that the real and imaginary parts of the substance
permittivity are connected with each other by the Kramers-
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velocity inevitably accompanies by the damping index ( )α ω
dispersion. Therefore, for the relevancy of the group velocity
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example, in tasks of electromagnetic wave propagation in an
ionosphere [2], or in tasks of the radar ground penetrating
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where δΩ  is the relative frequency bandwidth of the signal
spectrum.
However, this condition is necessary but not sufficient.
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With transfer to wideband and ultra-wideband signals, the
error of the group velocity approximation becomes so much
that its application bec mes im ossible at signal processing.
In traditional radar t chnol gy with strongly xpressed
frequency dispersion, we can meet not very often, for
example, in tasks of electrom gnetic wave propagation in an
ionos here [2], or in tasks of the rad r ground penetrating
se sing [3,4]. In the sonar technology and especially in the
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signals. The Debye model is used as the model of electrical
medium properties. The frequency dispersion of losses in
the medium is taken into consideration at modeling.
Results of operation modeling of the ground penetrating
radar are described. Results of this paper will be useful for
the ground penetrating radar technology and the
ultrasonic flaw detection.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An increase of the radio systems noise-immunity and
effectiveness takes the central place in the modern theory and
engineering of information transmission. During the growth of
the information transmission rate, we see the effect increase of
dispersion characteristics of the communication channel. This
increase is manifested in distortions of the transmitting signal
shape. These distortions can make impossible to extract of
transmitted information from the received signal.
The complex transfer function of the channel route with
the length L  [1] for the plain wave is
( ), xp[ ( ) ]K j L j Lω = − γ ω• • ,                 (1)
where ( ) ( ) ( )jγ ω = β ω − α ω•  is the complex propagation
constant, ( )β ω  is the phase constant, ( )α ω  is the d mp ng
.
Signal distortions after passage through the channel route
are caused by disturbances of the amplitude-phase relations
between its spectral components.
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where δΩ  is the relative frequency bandwidth of the signal
spectrum.
However, this condition is necessary but not sufficient.
The thing is that the real and imaginary parts of the substance
permittivity are connected with each other by the Kramers-
Kronig relations. This means that the dispersion of the phase
velocity inevitably accompanies by the damping index ( )α ω
dispersion. Therefore, for the relevancy of the roup velocity
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ith transfer to wideband and ultra-wideband signals, the
error of the group velocity approximation becomes so much
that its application becomes impossible at signal processing.
In traditional radar technology with strongly expressed
frequency dispersion, we can meet not very often, for
example, in tasks of electromagnetic wave propagation in an
ionosphere [2], or in tasks of the radar ground penetrating
sensing [3,4]. In the sonar technology and especially in the
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ultrasonic flaw inspection, we can practically often meet with
the frequency dispersion of the elastic wave velocity.
Firstly, the frequency dispersion leads to the shape
distortion of the probing pulse, and secondly, leads to
disturbance of the direct proportional connection between the
delay time of the reflected signal and the distance to the
sensing object [5]. In the radar ground penetrating technology,
this complicates the deciphering of received data. The problem
of the phase velocity dispersion influence is discussed in
[6,7,8]. The necessity to develop the signal processing
methods, which can decrease its distortions and increase the
accuracy of objects’ sensing remains very relevant. In this
paper, we describe of the one of possible methods of signal
processing at the presence of the frequency dispersion in the
route of its propagation.
II. MATHEMATICAL SUBSTANTIATION OF THE OFFERED
METHOD
If the phase constant ( )β ω  and the route length L  are
known, which is typical for the communication channel, the
task of signal distortion correction can be solved. To decrease
the influence of the frequency dispersion, different methods of
the filter-corrector synthesis are actively developed both in
time and frequency domains. For the transmission line without
losses, such a filter, as a matter of fact, represents the phase
corrector with the phase-frequency response of the following
type:
( ) ( ) .cor Lω β ωΦ =
The task can be also solved if the transmitted signal shape
and ( )γ ω•  are given, while the route length L is unknown and
is a subject to determination. In this case, the initial signal
reconstruction is not required, and L (the sensing object
position) can be determined using the cross-correlation
function ( ), ,t L zΨ  of the received signal ( ),r t L  and the
trial function – the signal model ( ),s t z :
( ), , ( , ) ( , )t L z r t L s t zΨ = ∗ .                   (4)
This situation is typical for manifold radar systems.
Considering (4) as an equation for reconstruction of the
( , )r t L  function, we come to the known procedure of the
deconvolution.
The function ( ), ,t L zΨ  represents the surface above the
plane 0t z . The determination of the L  value is reduced to
the search of the global maximum position of this surface:
( ),M M Mt z LΨ = . However, such the search procedure
requires the large time expenses and the large volume of the
processor memory, while the abscissa value Mt  does not any
interest for us. Therefore, we can try to accelerate this
procedure by excluding the variable t  from the equation (4).
III. INITIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE OFFERED ALGORITHM
In order to exclude time from the equation (4), we make
use the generalized signal theory [8].
Let us form on the base of trial functions ( , )s t z  the
{ }
1 2 3( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ...)M s t z s t z s t z=  infinite-dimension linear
set, which, in the general case, forms the linear, complex
functional space [8,9]. In this space, we can form the scalar
product of the signal and the trial function:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z r t L s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫ ,                 (5)
which, in essence, represents the mutual energy. According to
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality:
( ) 2 2 2W z r s≤ ⋅ ,




( ) ( )2 *, ,s s t z s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫  is the energy of the signal and
the trial function, relatively.
The equality is fulfilled if:
( ) ( ), ,s t L r t z≡ .
Thus, the variation of the functional (5) solves the problem of
L  determination.
If to make use the generalized Rayleigh's energy theorem
[8], then the functional (5) can be transformed to the form:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z R L S z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω ω∫ •• • ,             (6)
where ( ),R Lω•  and ( ),S zω•  are spectral densities of the
signal and the trial function, relatively.
If ( )γ ω•  is known, and the shape of the transmitted signal
– the probing pulse (PP) ( )y t  and its spectral density ( )Y ω•
– are known, the spectral density of the trial function is:
( ) ( ) ( )[ ], exp 2S z Y j zω = ω − γ ω• • • .
Substituting this in (6), we obtain:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]*, exp 2W z R L Y j z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω γ ω ω∫• • • • .    (7)
Thus, the procedure of the distance search to the object can
be performed both in the space-time (6) and the frequency
domains (7). In the first case, it is necessary to transform the
trial function spectrum ( ),S zω•  into the pulse characteristic
of the filter-corrector ( ),h t z . In the second case, we need to
transform the received signal ( ),r t L  into the spectral
function ( ),R Lω• .
IV. THE SOFTWARE REALIZATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Functionals (6) and (7) do not contain time in the explicit
form. Therefore, at digital implementation of the algorithm,
the operation of L  determination can be performed
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,t z . e er, s c  t e searc  r ce re
re ires t e lar e ti e e e ses a  t e lar e l e f t e
r cess r e r , ile t e a scissa al e t  es t a
i terest f r s. eref re, e ca  tr  t  accelerate t is
r ce re  e cl i  t e aria le t  fr  t e e ati  ( ).
III. I I I  I S IPS F  FF  I
I  r er t  e cl e ti e fr  t e e ati  ( ), e a e
se t e e eralize  si al t e r  [ ].
et s f r   t e ase f trial f cti s ( , )s t z  t e
1 2 3( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ...)s t z s t z s t z  i fi ite- i e si  li ear
set, ic , i  t e e eral case, f r s t e li ear, c le
f cti al s ace [ , ]. I  t is s ace, e ca  f r  t e scalar
r ct f t e si al a  t e trial f cti :
*, ,z r t s t z t
∞
−∞
,                 ( )
ic , i  esse ce, re rese ts t e t al e er . cc r i  t
t e a c c arz i e alit :
2 2 2
z r s⋅ ,
ere




2 *, ,s s t z s t z t
∞
−∞
 is t e e er  f t e si al a
t e trial f cti , relati el .
e e alit  is f lfille  if:
, ,s t r t z .
s, t e ariati  f t e f cti al ( ) s l es t e r le  f
 eter i ati .
If t  a e se t e e eralize  a lei 's e er  t e re




•• • ,             ( )
ere ,•  a , z•  are s ectral e sities f t e
si al a  t e trial f cti , relati el .
If γ•  is , a  t e s a e f t e tra s itte  si al
 t e r i  lse ( ) y t  a  its s ectral e sit •
 are , t e s ectral e sit  f t e trial f cti  is:
, ez j zγ• • • .
stit ti  t is i  ( ), e tai :
*, ez j z
∞
−∞
γ• • • • .    ( )
s, t e r ce re f t e ista ce searc  t  t e ject ca
e erf r e  t  i  t e s ace-ti e ( ) a  t e fre e c
ai s ( ). I  t e first case, it is ecessar  t  tra sf r  t e
trial f cti  s ectr , z•  i t  t e lse c aracteristic
f t e filter-c rrect r ,t z . I  t e sec  case, e ee  t
tra sf r  t e recei e  si al ,r t  i t  t e s ectral
f cti ,• .
I .  S F  I I  F  I
cti als ( ) a  ( )  t c tai  ti e i  t e e licit
f r . eref re, at i ital i le e tati  f t e al rit ,
t e erati  f  eter i ati  ca  e erf r e
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ultrasonic fla  inspection, e can practically often eet ith
the frequency dispersion of the elastic ave velocity.
Firstly, the frequency dispersion leads to the shape
distortion of the probing pulse, and secondly, leads to
disturbance of the direct proportional connection bet een the
delay ti e of the reflected signal and the distance to the
sensing object [5]. In the radar ground penetrating technology,
this co plicates the deciphering of received data. The proble
of the phase velocity dispersion influence is discussed in
[6,7,8]. The necessity to develop the signal processing
ethods, hich can decrease its distortions and increase the
accuracy of objects’ sensing re ains very relevant. In this
paper, e describe of the one of possible ethods of signal
processing at the presence of the frequency dispersion in the
route of its propagation.
II. ATHE ATICAL SUBSTANTIATION OF THE OFFERED
ETHOD
If the phase constant ( )β  and the route length L  are
kno n, hich is typical for the co unication channel, the
task of signal distortion correction can be solved. To decrease
the influence of the frequency dispersion, different ethods of
the filter-corrector synthesis are actively developed both in
ti e and frequency do ains. For the trans ission line ithout
losses, such a filter, as a atter of fact, represents the phase
corrector ith the phase-frequency response of the follo ing
type:
( ) ( ) .cor Lβ=
The task can be also solved if the trans itted signal shape
and ( )γ•  are given, hile the route length L is unkno n and
is a subject to deter ination. In this case, the initial signal
reconstruction is not required, and L (the sensing object
position) can be deter ined using the cross-correlation
function ( ), ,t L z  of the received signal ( ),r t L  and the
trial function – the signal odel ( ),s t z :
( ), , ( , ) ( , )t L z r t L s t z= ∗ .                   (4)
This situation is typical for anifold radar syste s.
Considering (4) as an equation for reconstruction of the
( , )r t L  function, e co e to the kno n procedure of the
deconvolution.
The function ( ), ,t L z  represents the surface above the
plane 0t z . The deter ination of the L  value is reduced to
the search of the global axi u  position of this surface:
( ),M M Mt z L= . o ever, such the search procedure
requires the large ti e expenses and the large volu e of the
processor e ory, hile the abscissa value Mt  does not any
interest for us. Therefore, e can try to accelerate this
procedure by excluding the variable t  fro  the equation (4).
III. INITIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE OFFERED ALGORITH
In order to exclude ti e fro  the equation (4), e ake
use the generalized signal theory [8].
Let us for  on the base of trial functions ( , )s t z  the
{ }
1 2 3( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ...)s t z s t z s t z=  infinite-di ension linear
set, hich, in the general case, for s the linear, co plex
functional space [8,9]. In this space, e can for  the scalar
product of the signal and the trial function:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,z r t L s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫ ,                 (5)
hich, in essence, represents the utual energy. ccording to
the Cauchy–Sch arz inequality:
( ) 2 2 2z r s≤ ⋅ ,




( ) ( )2 *, ,s s t z s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫  is the energy of the signal and
the trial function, relatively.
The equality is fulfilled if:
( ) ( ), ,s t L r t z≡ .
Thus, the variation of the functional (5) solves the proble  of
L  deter ination.
If to ake use the generalized Rayleigh's energy theore
[8], then the functional (5) can be transfor ed to the for :
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,z R L S z d
∞
−∞
= ∫ •• • ,             (6)
here ( ),R L•  and ( ),S z•  are spectral densities of the
signal and the trial function, relatively.
If ( )γ•  is kno n, and the shape of the trans itted signal
– the probing pulse (PP) ( )y t  and its spectral density ( )Y•
– are kno n, the spectral density of the trial function is:
( ) ( ) ( )[ ], exp 2S z Y j z= − γ• • • .
Substituting this in (6), e obtain:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]*, exp 2z R L Y j z d
∞
−∞
= γ∫• • • • .    (7)
Thus, the procedure of the distance search to the object can
be perfor ed both in the space-ti e (6) and the frequency
do ains (7). In the first case, it is necessary to transfor  the
trial function spectru ( ),S z•  into the pulse characteristic
of the filter-corrector ( ),h t z . In the second case, e need to
transfor  the received signal ( ),r t L  into the spectral
function ( ),R L• .
I . THE SOFT ARE REALIZATION OF THE ALGORITH
Functionals (6) and (7) do not contain ti e in the explicit
for . Therefore, at digital i ple entation of the algorith ,
the operation of L  deter ination can be perfor ed
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ultrasonic flaw inspection, we can practically often meet with
the frequency dispersion of the elastic wave velocity.
Firstly, the frequency dispersion leads to the shape
distortion of the probing pulse, a d secondly, leads to
u ba ce of direct proportional conn tion between the
elay tim  the reflected signal and the distance to 
s nsing object [5]. In th  ra ar ground penetrating te hnology,
this complica es the decipherin  of received data. The pr blem
of the phase velocity dispersion influence is discussed in
[6,7,8]. The n cessity to develop the signal processing
methods, which an decrease its distortion  a d inc ease the
accuracy of objects’ sensing remains very relevant. In this
pape , we describe of the one of possible methods of signal
rocessing at the presence f the frequency disper i n in the
route of its propagation.
II. MATHEMATICAL SUBSTANTIATION OF THE OFFERED
ME HOD
If the phase constant ( )β ω  and the route length L  are
known, w ich is typical for the communication channel, th
task of signal d tortion cor ection can be solved. To decreas
he influence of the frequency dispersion, different methods of
filter-corrector synth sis are actively developed b th in
ime and frequency domains. For the transmission line wi out
losses, such a filter, as  matte  of fact, represents the p ase
c rr ctor with the ph e-frequ ncy response of the following
type:
( ) ( ) .cor Lω β ωΦ =
The task can be also solved if the transmitted signal shape
and ( )γ ω•  are giv n, while the rout  length L is unk own nd
is a subject to determination. In this case, the i itial signal
reconstruction is not required, and L (the sens ng object
position) ca be determin  using the cross-correlation
functi ( ), ,t L zΨ  of the received signal ( ),r t L  and the
trial function – the signal model ( ),s t z :
( ), , ( , ) ( , )t L z r t L s t zΨ = ∗ .                   (4)
This situation is typical for manifold radar systems.
Considering (4) as an equati n for econstruction of the
( , )r t L  function, we com  to the known procedure
deconvol tion.
The f nction ( ), ,t L zΨ  represents the surface above the
plane 0t z . The determination of the L  value is reduced to
the search of t  global maximum position of this s rface:
( ),M M Mt z LΨ = . However, such the search procedure
requires the large time expenses and the large volume of th
processor memory, whil  the ab cissa value Mt  does n t any
inter t for us. Therefore, we can try to accel rate this
proc dure by excluding the variable t  from he equation (4).
III. INITIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE OFFERED ALGORITHM
In order to exclude time from the equation (4), we make
use the generalized signal theo y [8].
Let us form on the base of trial functions ( , )s t z  the
{ }
1 2 3( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ...)M s t z s t z s t z=  infinite-dimension linear
set, which, in the general case, forms the lin ar, complex
functional space [8,9]. In this space, we can form the scalar
product of the signal and the trial function:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z r t L s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫ ,                 (5)
which, in essence, represents the mutual energy. According to
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality:
( ) 2 2 2W z r s≤ ⋅ ,




( ) ( )2 *, ,s s t z s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫  is the energy of the signal and
the trial function, relatively.
The equality is fulfilled if:
( ) ( ), ,s t L r t z≡ .
Thus, the variation of the functional (5) solves the problem of
L  determination.
If to make use the generalized Rayleigh's energy theorem
[8], then the functional (5) can b  transformed to the form:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z R L S z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω ω∫ •• • ,             (6)
where ( ),R Lω•  and ( ),S zω•  are spectral densities of the
signal and the trial function, relatively.
If ( )γ ω•  is know , and the shape of the transmitted signal
– the probing pulse (PP) ( )y t  and its spectral density ( )Y ω•
ar kn w , the pectral density of the trial function is:
( ) ( ) ( )[ ], exp 2S z Y j zω = ω − γ ω• • • .
Substituting this in (6), we obtain:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]*, exp 2W z R L Y j z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω γ ω ω∫• • • • .    (7)
Thus, the procedure of the distance search to the object can
be perform d both in the space-tim (6) and  frequency
domains (7). In the firs  case, it is necessary to transform the
trial function spectrum ( ),S zω•  into the pulse characteristic
of the filter-corrector ( ),h t z . In the second case, we need to
transform the received signal ( ),r t L  into the spectral
function ( ),R Lω• .
IV. THE SOFTWARE REALIZATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Functionals (6) and (7) do not contain time in the explicit
form. Therefore, at digital implementat on of the algorithm,
the operation of L  determination can be performed
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ultrasonic flaw inspection, we can practically often meet with
the frequency dispersion of the elastic wave velocity.
Firstly, the frequency dispersion leads to the shape
distortion of the probing pulse, and secondly, leads to
disturbance of the direct proportional connection between the
delay time of the reflected signal and the distance to the
sensing object [5]. In the radar ground penetrating technology,
this complicates the deciphering of received data. The problem
of the phase velocity dispersion influence is discussed in
[6,7,8]. The necessity to develop the signal processing
methods, which can decrease its distortions and increase the
accuracy of objects’ sensing remains very relevant. In this
paper, we describe of the one of possible methods of signal
processing at the presence of the frequency dispersion in the
route of its propagation.
II. MATHEMATICAL SUBSTANTIATION OF THE OFFERED
METHOD
If the phase constant ( )β ω  and the route length L  are
known, which is typical for the communication channel, the
task of signal distortion correction can be solved. To decrease
the influence of the frequency dispersion, different methods of
the filter-corrector synthesis are actively developed both in
time and frequency domains. For the transmission line without
losses, such a filter, as a matter of fact, represents the phase
corrector with the phase-frequency response of the following
type:
( ) ( ) .cor Lω β ωΦ =
The task can be also solved if the transmitted signal shape
and ( )γ ω•  are given, while the route length L is unknown and
is a subject to determination. In this case, the initial signal
reconstruction is not required, and L (the sensing object
position) can be determined using the cross-correlation
function ( ), ,t L zΨ  of the received signal ( ),r t L  and the
trial function – the signal model ( ),s t z :
( ), , ( , ) ( , )t L z r t L s t zΨ = ∗ .                   (4)
This situation is typical for manifold radar systems.
Considering (4) as an equation for reconstruction of the
( , )r t L  function, we come to the known procedure of the
deconvolution.
The function ( ), ,t L zΨ  represents the surface above the
plane 0t z . The determination of the L  value is reduced to
the search of the global maximum position of this surface:
( ),M M Mt z LΨ = . However, such the search procedure
requires the large time expenses and the large volume of the
processor memory, while the abscissa value Mt  does not any
interest for us. Therefore, we can try to accelerate this
procedure by excluding the variable t  from the equation (4).
III. INITIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE OFFERED ALGORITHM
In order to exclude time from the equation (4), we make
use the generalized signal theory [8].
Let us form on the base of trial functions ( , )s t z  the
{ }
1 2 3( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ...)M s t z s t z s t z=  infinite-dimension linear
set, which, in the general case, forms the linear, complex
functional space [8,9]. In this space, we can form the scalar
product of the signal and the trial function:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z r t L s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫ ,                 (5)
which, in essence, represents the mutual energy. According to
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality:
( ) 2 2 2W z r s≤ ⋅ ,




( ) ( )2 *, ,s s t z s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫  is the energy of the signal and
the trial function, relatively.
The equality is fulfilled if:
( ) ( ), ,s t L r t z≡ .
Thus, the variation of the functional (5) solves the problem of
L  determination.
If to make use the generalized Rayleigh's energy theorem
[8], then the functional (5) can be transformed to the form:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z R L S z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω ω∫ •• • ,             (6)
where ( ),R Lω•  and ( ),S zω•  are spectral densities of the
signal and the trial function, relatively.
If ( )γ ω•  is known, and the shape of the transmitted signal
– the probing pulse (PP) ( )y t  and its spectral density ( )Y ω•
– are known, the spectral density of the trial function is:
( ) ( ) ( )[ ], exp 2S z Y j zω = ω − γ ω• • • .
Substituting this in (6), we obtain:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]*, exp 2W z R L Y j z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω γ ω ω∫• • • • .    (7)
Thus, the procedure of the distance search to the object can
be performed both in the space-time (6) and the frequency
domains (7). In the first case, it is necessary to transform the
trial function spectrum ( ),S zω•  into the pulse characteristic
of the filter-corrector ( ),h t z . In the second case, we need to
transform the received signal ( ),r t L  into the spectral
function ( ),R Lω• .
IV. THE SOFTWARE REALIZATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Functionals (6) and (7) do not contain time in the explicit
form. Therefore, at digital implementation of the algorithm,
the operation of L  determination can be performed
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ultrasonic flaw inspection, we can practically often meet with
the frequency dispersion of the elastic wave velocity.
Firstly, the frequency dispersion leads to the shape
distortion of the probing pulse, a d secondly, leads to
u ba ce of direct proportional conn tion between the
elay tim   the reflected signal and the distance to t
s nsing object [5]. In th  ra ar ground penetrating te hnology,
this complicates the decipherin  of received data. The pr blem
of the phase velocity dispersion influence is discussed in
[6,7,8]. The n cessity to develop the signal processing
methods, which an decrease its distortion  a d inc ease the
accuracy of objects’ sensing remains very relevant. In this
pape , we describe of the one of possible methods of signal
rocessing at the presence f the frequency disper i n in the
route of its propagation.
II. MATHEMATICAL SUBSTANTIATION OF THE OFFERED
ME HOD
If the phase constant ( )β ω  and the route length L  are
known, which is typical for the communication channel, the
task of signal di tortion cor ection can be solved. To decreas
the influence of the frequency dispersion, different methods of
t  filter-corrector synth sis are actively developed b th in
ime and frequency domains. For the transmission line wi out
losses, such a filter, as  matte  of fact, represents the p ase
c rr ctor with the ph e-frequ ncy response of the following
type:
( ) ( ) .cor Lω β ωΦ =
The task can be also solved if the transmitted signal shape
and ( )γ ω•  are given, while the route length L is unknown and
is a subject to determination. In this case, the initial signal
reconstruction is not required, and L (the sensing object
position) ca be determin  using the cross-correlation
function ( ), ,t L zΨ  of the received signal ( ),r t L  and the
trial function – the signal model ( ),s t z :
( ), , ( , ) ( , )t L z r t L s t zΨ = ∗ .                   (4)
This situation is typical for manifold radar systems.
Considering (4) as an equati n for econstruction of the
( , )r t L  function, we come to the known procedure of the
deconvolution.
The function ( ), ,t L zΨ  represents the surface above the
plane 0t z . The determination of the L  value is reduced to
the search of the global maximum position of this surface:
( ),M M Mt z LΨ = . However, such the search procedure
requires the large time expenses and the large volume of the
processor memory, whil  the ab cissa value Mt  does n t any
interest for us. Therefore, we can try to accelerate this
proc dure by excluding the variable t  from the equation (4).
III. INITIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE OFFERED ALGORITHM
In order to exclude time from the equation (4), we make
use the generalized signal theo y [8].
Let us form on the base of trial functions ( , )s t z  the
{ }
1 2 3( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ...)M s t z s t z s t z=  infinite-dimension linear
set, which, in the general case, forms the linear, complex
functional space [8,9]. In this space, we can form the scalar
product of the signal and the trial function:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z r t L s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫ ,                 (5)
which, in essence, represents the mutual energy. According to
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality:
( ) 2 2 2W z r s≤ ⋅ ,




( ) ( )2 *, ,s s t z s t z dt
∞
−∞
= ∫  is the energy of the signal and
the trial function, relatively.
The equality is fulfilled if:
( ) ( ), ,s t L r t z≡ .
Thus, the variation of the functional (5) solves the problem of
L  determination.
If to make use the generalized Rayleigh's energy theorem
[8], then the functional (5) can b  transformed to the form:
( ) ( ) ( )*, ,W z R L S z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω ω∫ •• • ,             (6)
where ( ),R Lω•  and ( ),S zω•  are spectral densities of the
signal and the trial function, relatively.
If ( )γ ω•  is known, and the shape of the transmitted signal
– the probing pulse (PP) ( )y t  and its spectral density ( )Y ω•
– are known, the spectral density of the trial function is:
( ) ( ) ( )[ ], exp 2S z Y j zω = ω − γ ω• • • .
Substituting this in (6), we obtain:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]*, exp 2W z R L Y j z d
∞
−∞
= ω ω γ ω ω∫• • • • .    (7)
Thus, the procedure of the distance search to the object can
be perform d both in the space-tim (6) and  frequency
domains (7). In the first case, it is necessary to transform the
trial function spectrum ( ),S zω•  into the pulse characteristic
of the filter-corrector ( ),h t z . In the second case, we need to
transform the received signal ( ),r t L  into the spectral
function ( ),R Lω• .
IV. THE SOFTWARE REALIZATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Functionals (6) and (7) do not contain time in the explicit
form. Therefore, at digital implementat on of the algorithm,
the operation of L  determination can be performed
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the SP shape is essentially distorted owing to the frequency
dispersion of the medium parameters (see Figure 2b).
a)
                                 b)
Figure 2. The signal in the receiver output at the absence ( )
and at the presence (b) of the phase velocity dispersion, the
dotted line corresponds to gr grt L V=
The delay of the first pulse is equal to
2.846gr grt L V= = . The group delay time of the second
pulse does not practically differ from 2.846grt = . The error
estimation in accordance with (2) gives 53 10−
β
δ ≈ ⋅ . It would
seem that the group velocity approximation may be fully used.
However, the signal shape in Figure 2b essentially differs
from SP.
Distortions are the result of the frequency dependence of
the damping index. For SP of the (10) type in the region
grt t> , the instantaneous frequency is less than 0f  and the
wave is less while for grt t<  the situation is opposite. The
error estimation in accordance with (3) gives 0.5
α
δ ≈ .
Obviously that the group velocity approximation cannot be
used for the used SP and the medium parameters.
Thus, in spite of the fact that the group velocity is known,
the distance determination to the object in the time domain is
impossible.
Figure 3 shows the result of the numerical modeling of the
above-described method of the object detection in the medium
with the frequiency dispersion. The object is situated on the
depth of 64 wavelength.
The plot of the mutual energy displaces directly in co-
ordinates of the geometrical space. We see that the signal can
be well compressed, which guarantees an accuracy of object
position determination.
Modeling results of the stepwise operation mode for GPR
are presented in Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 3. The modeling result of the method of distance
determination to the object in the medium with the frequency
dispersion
Figure 4 shows the totality of GPR routes at its
displacements in the horizontal direction. The depth of the
object bedding (the equivalent reflection point) is 024objz = λ .
The peculiarity of Figure 4 consists in the fact that the
algorithm described presents routes directly in co-ordinates
depth-displacement.
Figure 4. The set of GPR routes at its displacements along the
horizontal axis
The result of the model signal processing in the form of the
tonal image is presented in Figure 5.
Figure 5. The graphical representation of modeling results.
As in Figure 4, the result presents directly in the
geometrical space. The parabolic profile is clearly seen in the
figure. Its peak corresponds to the object bedding depth.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown a possibility to use the wideband chirp
pulse signals in systems of ground penetrating radar sensing
under conditions when we cannot apply the conception of the
group delay time of the sensing pulses.
The offered method of signal processing allows the
essential reduction of the influence of the frequency dispersion
of medium properties upon an accuracy of the object position
determination. Since the one of the distinguished features is
the presentation of signal processing results of the geo-radar
directly in natural geometrical space instead of “time-
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independently on the operation of other parts of the system,
using stored in the separate memory buffer of the signal,
which is received on the next stage of the radar operation.
Since the object position is unknown in advance and the
receiver signal shape differs from PP, the search in the
distance can be performed only on the signal sample with the
duration not less then 2D grT D V≤ , where D  and grV  are the
system operation distance and the group velocity on the
central frequency, relatively.
The functional flow block-diagram is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The functional flow block-diagram of the system:
SynP is the synchronization pulse, SP is the radiation interval
τ  of the sensing pulse, ODR is the operation distance range,
FSP is the flow of signal processing
The upper part of the diagram represents the flow of data
recording, which are recorded into the memory buffer for the
further parallel procesing.
As the example, we examine the spectral method of the
object position determination. The functional (6) in the











= Δω∑ •• • ,                        (8)
where ( )
m mR R= ω
• • , ( ) ( ), exp 2m n m mS Y j n z= ω − γ Δ• • • ,
0, 1n N= − . For discrete samples nW














= Δω − γ Δ∑• • • ,                 (9)
which allows the accelreration of the functional values
calculation.
The number of samples M  and the discretization
frequency 1d df = τ  are determined as usual. As to the the
step in zΔ , it is determined by the spatial spread of the SP
autocorrelation function.
V. PRELIMINARY PREREQUISITES TO THE ALGORITHM
MODELING
In the ground penetrating radar (GPR), two operating
modes are used [3,4,10]: the pulse mode and the Continuous
Wave GPR (CW-GPR) mode. Both in the first and in the
second case, the ultra-wideband sensing pulses are used.
In the pulse GPR, these are radio pulses containing the pair
or of periods of the carrier frequency. In CW-GPR, the signal
with linear frequency modulation is used or the train of short
pulses, which frequency varies in the wide limits by steps (the
Step Frequency GPR - SF-GPR) [3,10,11].
As the illustration of the offered method, we perform the
numerical modeling for the signal with the linear frequency
modulation of the following type:
2 2
0( ) exp[ ( / ) cos[2 ( / ) ( / ) ],mu t U t f t B tτ π τ π τ= − −   (10)
where
mU  is the SP amplitude, τ  is the pulse duration on the
level of 1e− , 0f  is the frequency of the carrier oscillation, B
the signal base.
The signal choice in the form of (10) is caused by the fact
that its’ spectral density is expressed through the elementary
functions. This allows the presentation of the trial function in
the form of the formula avoiding the utilization of the Fourier
transform.
For the sake of more generalization achievement, we use
further the normalized time t t= τ , the non-dimension
frequency of the carrier oscillation
0 0F f= τ  and non-
dimension co-ordinate
0z z= λ , where 0 0C fλ =  is the
wavelength in the vacuum, and C  is the light speed.
To describe the electrical properties of the humid soil, we
use models, which take into consideration the orientation
polarization and the ionic conduction [3,6,7,12,13]. In
conformity with tasks of the ground penetrating radar,
parameters of such models are obtained as the result of the
numerous experiments.
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where
∞
ε  and stε  is the relative permittivity at ω → ∞  and
0ω = , relatively; rlτ  in the relaxation time of the orientation
polarization,
0rl rl fΤ = τ .
To illustrate the possibilities of the above-described
method, we can be limited by the single-component medium
model. For numerical modeling, we use parameters of the
hypothetic medium presented in [13]. We take in (11):
8.1stε = , 5.7stε = , 22rlτ =  ps. For the frequency 0f  about
100 MHz,
rlΤ  has an order of
310− .
VI. NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE METHOD
The modeling software consists of two parts. The first one
imitates the SP propagation in the route and operation of the
homodyne receiver. The second part is the processing
algorithm itself.
At signal modeling
0 128f τ = , 32B =  ( 25%Ωδ = ). In
the medium model (11) we use 0.002rlΤ = .
Results of signal modeling received from the distance
64L =  wavelengths are presented in Figure 2. The first pulse
corresponds to SP propagation at the dispersion absence
( 0rlΤ = ), and the second – to its presence. We well see that
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the SP shape is essentially distorted owing to the frequency
dispersion of the medium parameters (see Figure 2b).
a)
                                 b)
Figure 2. The signal in the receiver output at the absence ( )
and at the presence (b) of the phase velocity dispersion, the
dotted line corresponds to gr grt L V=
The delay of the first pulse is equal to
2.846gr grt L V= = . The group delay time of the second
pulse does not practically differ from 2.846grt = . The error
estimation in accordance with (2) gives 53 10−
β
δ ≈ ⋅ . It would
seem that the group velocity approximation may be fully used.
However, the signal shape in Figure 2b essentially differs
from SP.
Distortions are the result of the frequency dependence of
the damping index. For SP of the (10) type in the region
grt t> , the instantaneous frequency is less than 0f  and the
wave is less while for grt t<  the situation is opposite. The
error estimation in accordance with (3) gives 0.5
α
δ ≈ .
Obviously that the group velocity approximation cannot be
used for the used SP and the medium parameters.
Thus, in spite of the fact that the group velocity is known,
the distance determination to the object in the time domain is
impossible.
Figure 3 shows the result of the numerical modeling of the
above-described method of the object detection in the medium
with the frequiency dispersion. The object is situated on the
depth of 64 wavelength.
The plot of the mutual energy displaces directly in co-
ordinates of the geometrical space. We see that the signal can
be well compressed, which guarantees an accuracy of object
position determination.
Modeling results of the stepwise operation mode for GPR
are presented in Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 3. The modeling result of the method of distance
determination to the object in the medium with the frequency
dispersion
Figure 4 shows the totality of GPR routes at its
displacements in the horizontal direction. The depth of the
object bedding (the equivalent reflection point) is 024objz = λ .
The peculiarity of Figure 4 consists in the fact that the
algorithm described presents routes directly in co-ordinates
depth-displacement.
Figure 4. The set of GPR routes at its displacements along the
horizontal axis
The result of the model signal processing in the form of the
tonal image is presented in Figure 5.
Figure 5. The graphical representation of modeling results.
As in Figure 4, the result presents directly in the
geometrical space. The parabolic profile is clearly seen in the
figure. Its peak corresponds to the object bedding depth.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown a possibility to use the wideband chirp
pulse signals in systems of ground penetrating radar sensing
under conditions when we cannot apply the conception of the
group delay time of the sensing pulses.
The offered method of signal processing allows the
essential reduction of the influence of the frequency dispersion
of medium properties upon an accuracy of the object position
determination. Since the one of the distinguished features is
the presentation of signal processing results of the geo-radar
directly in natural geometrical space instead of “time-
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independently on the operation of other parts of the system,
using stored in the separate memory buffer of the signal,
which is received on the next stage of the radar operation.
Since the object position is unknown in advance and the
receiver signal shape differs from PP, the search in the
distance can be performed only on the signal sample with the
duration not less then 2D grT D V≤ , where D  and grV  are the
system operation distance and the group velocity on the
central frequency, relatively.
The functional flow block-diagram is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The functional flow block-diagram of the system:
SynP is the synchronization pulse, SP is the radiation interval
τ  of the sensing pulse, ODR is the operation distance range,
FSP is the flow of signal processing
The upper part of the diagram represents the flow of data
recording, which are recorded into the memory buffer for the
further parallel procesing.
As the example, we examine the spectral method of the
object position determination. The functional (6) in the
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which allows the accelreration of the functional values
calculation.
The number of samples M  and the discretization
frequency 1d df = τ  are determined as usual. As to the the
step in zΔ , it is determined by the spatial spread of the SP
autocorrelation function.
V. PRELIMINARY PREREQUISITES TO THE ALGORITHM
MODELING
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or of periods of the carrier frequency. In CW-GPR, the signal
with linear frequency modulation is used or the train of short
pulses, which frequency varies in the wide limits by steps (the
Step Frequency GPR - SF-GPR) [3,10,11].
As the illustration of the offered method, we perform the
numerical modeling for the signal with the linear frequency
modulation of the following type:
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0( ) exp[ ( / ) cos[2 ( / ) ( / ) ],mu t U t f t B tτ π τ π τ= − −   (10)
where
mU  is the SP amplitude, τ  is the pulse duration on the
level of 1e− , 0f  is the frequency of the carrier oscillation, B
the signal base.
The signal choice in the form of (10) is caused by the fact
that its’ spectral density is expressed through the elementary
functions. This allows the presentation of the trial function in
the form of the formula avoiding the utilization of the Fourier
transform.
For the sake of more generalization achievement, we use
further the normalized time t t= τ , the non-dimension
frequency of the carrier oscillation
0 0F f= τ  and non-
dimension co-ordinate
0z z= λ , where 0 0C fλ =  is the
wavelength in the vacuum, and C  is the light speed.
To describe the electrical properties of the humid soil, we
use models, which take into consideration the orientation
polarization and the ionic conduction [3,6,7,12,13]. In
conformity with tasks of the ground penetrating radar,
parameters of such models are obtained as the result of the
numerous experiments.
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model. For numerical modeling, we use parameters of the
hypothetic medium presented in [13]. We take in (11):
8.1stε = , 5.7stε = , 22rlτ =  ps. For the frequency 0f  about
100 MHz,
rlΤ  has an order of
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The modeling software consists of two parts. The first one
imitates the SP propagation in the route and operation of the
homodyne receiver. The second part is the processing
algorithm itself.
At signal modeling
0 128f τ = , 32B =  ( 25%Ωδ = ). In
the medium model (11) we use 0.002rlΤ = .
Results of signal modeling received from the distance
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horizontal displacement” space. The algorithm’s peculiarity
consists also in the fact that such data presentation is
performed by the single pulse. Hence, using the set of such
pulses, we can perform the data accumulation. This will
permit to increase the geo-radar noise immunity and to
improve its energy characteristics. In the aggregate, all this
accelerates the analysis process of received data.
The method verification is performed by the numerical
modeling, and the stepwise operation mode of the geo-radar is
checked by the imitation on PC. Obtained results demonstrate
a reliability of the object position determination.
This method can be spread to tasks related to the elastic
wave propagation.
Thus, we can assume that the offered method of signal
processing of the wideband chirp pulse signals at the
dispersion presence of the medium dispersion will present the
practical interest.
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Sergey M. Smolskiy passed away on April 29 2020. He was a great professional 
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After graduating and obtaining the degree of Candidate of Technical Sciences in 1974, 
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autodyne. He was a responsible executor and scientific adviser of numerous research 
projects, including those carried out according to the decrees of the Government of 
the USSR.
Particular mention should be made of the last almost twenty-year period of Sergey M. 
Smolskiy’s life. It was a period of his serious illness and at the same time a period of 
amazing creative activity.
Professor of the Department of Signal Formation and Processing since 2006 S.M. 
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